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Non-necessary Non-necessary. Step J on page 4. This technique comes from Mike Parry. His tip
is to elongate the slot in the plastic motor cover which accommodates the quadrant, to enable
easy access to the quadrant fixing screws. Step N 3 on page 4. Remove the four screws 31
which are quite small and easily lost. Two are blocked by the pedestal and are best accessed
from within the pedestal or with a right-angled screwdriver. Step N 6 on page 4. Remove the four
screws which are quite tight and which should be held in place by their rubber grommets. A
collection of notes from various people and sites. It took me ages to find them since they are so
widely scattered - that's why I've assembled them here. If anyone objects, please let me know.
The electronic components all will break down with time and use. The speed control of the
governor depends on a resistor and capacitor combination. Replacing them both will smooth
out hunting at low speeds. My advice is don't fiddle with the adjustment screws until all other
options are exhausted. If you plan to remove the circuit board, measure the gap between the
edge of the board and the nearest fixed part so the gap can be reset to close to original. This
will save a bit of mucking around later. Make sure the board sits level across the motor by
adjusting the screws evenly. All capacitors must carry an X2 mark, as well as the capacitance
and voltage marks. Lesser ratings indicate that the capacitor is not designed to go between
active and neutral, or active and the chassis. Failure of lesser components carries a risk of the
housing becoming live should a capacitor fail and 'go short'. Whilst you are there, the field
winding leads on some Kenwood motors are a problem. These are the wires that go from the
circuit board into the motor housing, usually four of them. The insulation becomes brittle, and
disturbing the wires can lead to shorting which lets the smoke get out. Removing the field coils
and putting new leads in isn't rocket science, but can be daunting. If these wires have crunchy
insulation, they will need to be attended to. The top bearing in some Kenwood motors can be
badly worn, usually in the late model electronic control models. Check this. You should be able
to spin the motor shaft freely, but there should be no movement side to side. A worn bearing
can be replaced, but they are getting hard to find. Add a wee drop of oil to both bearings when
putting the motor back, it'll love you for it. The commutator will most likely need to be
re-machined. If the copper strips show any evidence of wear or grooving, take the armature to
an electric motor repair shop and have it re-machined. Before you do that though, inspect every
copper strip. You are looking for evidence of the edges of any strip being burnt and eroded.
Should you find such evidence, you can either a. Burnt strip s indicate a short in the windings.
Replace the red rubber grommets that support the motor. They will be hard, perished and have
sagged by now. You can see this because the drive belt will not sit level, but slope down
towards the motor pulley. Also replace the rubber feet on the machine base. The gap around the
base is where the motor cooling air enters, and no feet means an overheating motor.
Replacement grommets don't need to be red, but finding ones the right height is a trick. Once
everything is back together in the motor, and the motor is running on the bench, see that there
is a smooth transition from lowest to full speed. Many machines I have seen have the speed
control set so that for some of the dial there is no speed change. Usually at the high speed end
of the dial. This is set using the two adjustment screws that pull the circuit board up and down.
In answer to the question " whilst running the motor on the bench It was intermittently sparking
in the contact bar. The motor is vibrating and not running constantly. If the motor hasn't been

touched since new, nows the time to give it an overhaul or get someone else to do it. And you
will need some knowledge of soldering and electronics to keep yourself safe. In answer to the
query " when I removed the motor a small fibre like disc with notches in the sides about the size
of a penny dropped out broken in 2" The little disc that fell out is probably the end of one of the
capacitors. High-speed only. This answer is from Ran Katz. For safety reasons please make
sure you disconnect the mixer before playing around the control board! You should also check
that the governor "switch" parts 2 flat springs with round contacts, one on the top and one on
the bottom of the control board are not stuck together for some reason and the governor can
operate properly. This answer is from Clayton Bonser. The speed issue is probably the spark
suppression capacitor for the governor. If it "goes short", the motor will run at full speed only.
The capacitor, or the original one at least, lives under the Bakelite cover that covers the motor
bottom, and looks like a little aluminium can with wires coming out of each end. Replacements
usually are little boxes in plastic, but they work the same. It is very important that the capacitor
is replaced with one of the correct rating. It will have a value, I think about 50 microfarads or so
check, my memory ain't what it used to be. It'll be written on the outside, but the one to pay
serious attention to is an X2 mark. This indicates that the capacitor is rated to go across the
mains safely. It is usual that by the time the capacitor fails, the grease has also aged and is no
longer lubricating the gears. In Kenwoods the gears are pressure molded pot metal. They will
wear pretty quickly if they don't have good grease. You know what to do. Motor mounting
grommets. Note that suitable grommets are available from several of the suppliers listed on my
main page. These notes are from Anthony Keen - I added the highlighting. I am now in the midst
of doing an overhaul of my 44 year old Kenwood Chef AA , declared "unrepairable" by the local
agents. The only thing I have found "faulty" so far is that the motor mounting rubbers have
totally perished , and slight accidental pressure on the high speed drive shaft caused the whole
motor to literally fall out with the four mounting screws still screwed tight! Motor works fine still
Seems like the whole motor was somewhat mobile. Am fashioning new rubber mounts from an
offcut piece of silicone rubber sheeting nominal 3 mm thick. Two discs 20mm diam and one
about 16 mm , all with an 8 mm central hole. I "massaged" the small disc into the large flange
hole in motor mount With a larger disc above and below the flange the bolt can be pushed
through the lot. Spacing washers are necessary to get the height of the belt drive spindle
correct. The original washers under the bolt head Had thought of putting larger washer here to
prevent motor fall out , but this would stiffen up the flexibility of the mount , so will keep original
washers here Silicone should not perish in the next 44 years. I plan a dab of contact adhesive to
hold all in place whilst refitting mounting screws. Mike Jordan. Where can I find the schematics
for a Kenwood chef model AA in order to restore this machine?. I have probed my AA and
looked at one of the relevant patents. My provisional schematic is here. As I say there, it is only
guesswork based on probing with a simple multimeter without C and H ranges in circuit. On my
machine, it has become clear that the only problem was that the "points" the centrifugal switch
no longer closed when the motor was not running. It was easy to remove the retaining screws
and bend the copper support a little. The relevant patent best in pdf is US I can't for the moment
find where it was freely available, but avoid some of the suspicious sites that seem to want to
charge or collect information to download it. That patent by Prof Collie is about adding a triac to
the circuit precisely to reduce wear on the "points". Ther service manual mentions many
variations of the circuit. There are motors with 1 and others with 2 capacitors. You will find a
link to the service manual as well. How do i find out if mine is a 1 or 2 capacitor machine , i
really wanted to order the parts before stripping it down. Clive Harlow charlow. I found this on
Google! This question has nothing to do with the schematics. Please post in a correct place.
Anyhow I think I found a replacement kits to engage the gear without the grey cover. Dig
through my links see above posting by me on 4-Feb - might take some time Fix Your Stuff. Back
Answers Index. Mike Jordan Rep: 3 2 1. Answer this question I have this problem too
Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score Most Helpful
Answer. Querty Rep: 97 3 1. Was this answer helpful? Score 6. Nice research, please come back
anytime ;-. Clive Harlow charlow Rep: 13 1. Hope this helps Clive Harlow. Score 1. It appears the
gear does not engageâ€¦. Score 0. Add your answer Mike Jordan will be eternally grateful. View
Statistics:. Exploded diagram of Kenwood gearbox with TDA part numbers. Tools and parts
used for my Chef repair. See Step 6b for the picture hook. Medium-sized flat-head screwdriver.
Medium-sized cross-head screwdriver. Possibly an 8mm. For removing the dog clutch gear see item 6b below - one or more of: Fairly thin pliers. Adjustable spanner. Small, flat piece of
metal, eg. Metal-cutting bits. Vacuum cleaner. You need to decide if you are going to replace the
grease. It is only worth getting some food-grade grease if you are going to clean out all the old
grease. See Step 10a below. For the above technique you'll obviously need a clean grease gun
filled with food-grade grease. Step 2. Unscrew the chrome plate which is the high-speed drive

outlet with a 7mm flat-head screwdriver. Step 3. You have now exposed the high-speed spigot
or liquidiser pulley which is attached by a pin if you need to remove it. On the right is a picture
of the spigot itself. Step 4. Push the outlet catch A to allow you to remove the slow-speed outlet
cover above. Now pull or lever off the plastic end of the catch A. Step 5. Step 6. Ease off the
toothed rubber drive belt or drive pulley belt by pulling it upwards whilst rotating it. The dog
clutch and large pulley can now be removed see below. The dog clutch. This is a rather tacky
mechanism which produces a large part of the noise from your Chef. It engages the rest of the
gear train when the liquidiser cover is in place. This pushes down on the top of A below - the
dog clutch gear. When pushed down, the gear engages with the knobbly bits on C - the large
pulley. To do any testing of the system whilst the liquidiser cover is not in place, you will need
to press down on the gear using something like the flat of a pair of pliers. Be careful not to slip
whilst doing this. Rupert Wheatstone see above under parts suppliers says " This technique
scared the life out of me - what you need is a soft plastic implement with a hole filled with
grease, so that you can press down on the dog before switching on the machine - don't forget to
remove the gearbox lock! Step 6a. To remove A - the dog clutch gear you will need to unscrew it
whilst stopping the gears. To stop the gears, first remove the planetary orbit hub drive see
separate section below. Place a adjustable spanner on to the D shaped shaft. Place a adjustable
spanner on to the clutch dog and unwind. On a tight clutch dog the adjustable on the shaft will
lock on to a worktop surface whilst unwinding the clutch dog. If the gears are stopped and the
dog clutch gear doesn't unscrew, then your drive pinion gear is probably plastic and slipping.
See Step 6b below in this case. Under the dog clutch gear is the B - dog clutch spring and the C
- large pulley which can now be lifted off. Step 6b. This step is only required if Step 6A above
fails. Because the dog clutch gear cannot be removed, you will need to undo the upper gear box
case so that you can lift off the dog clutch with it. You need to gently ease up the large pulley
enough to get a very thin excuse for a screwdriver or thin pliers [I used a picture hook] into the
gap below it, and undo the screws holding the case. Once all the screws are removed you can
lift off the whole assembly. If this doesn't work then you can try drilling a hole as suggested to
me by Brian Norris and Alan Diver , just big enough for your screwdriver I used a 6. The outer
edge of the small round indentations is the correct place for a hole. Obviously, you will need to
be careful to: clamp the gear with an adjustable spanner, etc. Rupert Wheatstone see above
under parts suppliers advocates the following technique - "In order to separate the gearbox
halves, you need to wedge up the pulley, as above , but then adopt another, more elegant
solution to removing the two troublesome screws - as an alternative method to 'chiseling' the
heads round and spoiling the heads - you could To loosen, before removing with long nose
pliers - an alternative would be a screw driver bit turned by a flat spanner with a hexagonal hole,
albeit a little wobbly. Step 7. You can now unscrew the upper gear box case but don't lose the
locking washers. The upper case should lift straight up. If your Chef has been recently serviced,
etc. Step 8. Pull the gears up, but keep them in order and especially don't lose their washers.
What remains is the Lower gear box case. Step 9. A is the original plastic-geared split and
slipping " drive pinion gear ". B is the new metal-geared works fine now " drive pinion gear ". C
is the " intermediate gear or 2nd. D is the " penultimate gear or 3rd. Watch out that you don't try
to fit angled gears when the normally has straight ones. The angled ones are only found in later
models and gearbox conversions. Here's a picture of the angled intermediate and penultimate
gears. Step Now you can access the slow speed outlet gear which can come out by pushing it
into the cavity. Step 10a. This is the stage at which you may want to clean out all the old grease.
To help with this, it is easier to remove the Lower gear box case. The nuts and bolts holding this
are quite tight and require an 8mm spanner. This also makes working on the gearbox much
easier. You will need to scrape out as much as you can - watching out for washers stuck in the
grease. Then wipe out with a rag. Then finish off by either: using a steam cleaner, or putting the
parts in a scrap bowl and use an engine degreasant like Gunk, with an old toothbrush to get into
those awkward crevices. Rinse with water and dry thoroughly. Now you come to reassembly. If
you have changed any of the parts in the gearbox then it is best to try a full reassembly of the
gearbox washers and all and its cover before re- greasing it. You don't need to screw the upper
casing down - just check there isn't a gap where something is too large - and check that the
gears turn easily. Now refit the gears on their spindles not forgetting the washers and plenty of
grease - see next photo. You'll see that I've removed the gearbox from the rest of the mixer - to
make working on it easier. For all you food photographers - try using a small aperture to get
everything in focus! Step 11a. This shows topping up the gearbox grease with an icing tube and
disposable bag, enabling getting the grease into those awkward spots. Clean off any spilled
grease around the edge of the casing and apply silicone seal around the edges of the gear box.
A small tube of silicone makes this easier than with the regular DIY type. Don't leave any spills
inside where it can get into the gears. You may wish to leave the gears out whilst doing this but

that's up to you. Apply a quite thin bead all round - somewhat less than James May did on TV
since too much may squeeze into the gears. Refit the top gearbox cover and do up the screws
not forgetting the locking washers. It is safest to do them up as you would a cylinder head - first
doing them all up gently and then going round tightening them up. Don't do them up so tight
that you crack the cover. This is the slow-speed outlet showing the mechanism of the release
lever. The stud which holds the cover can be seen at the right of the tube. Refit the " toothed
rubber drive belt " by the reverse of how you took it off step 6. Note that it should be a different
belt if you replaced a metal large pulley with a plastic one. Try to find the plastic end of the
outlet catch for the slow-speed outlet cover and re-fit it. The outlet catch is shown in the picture
for Step 22 below. Replace the chrome plate on the high-speed drive outlet see picture on right
which shows the correct way round. Fit the lower gearbox felt cover , being careful to align the
four holes with the screw holes on the casing. The holes are different for each side so check
which way up you have it. If fitting a new felt you may have to cut a slot for the release lever.
Replace " lower gearbox cover " but be careful of the screws which will break the casing into
which they connect if over-tightened even a little. The planetary orbit hub drive - version with
chrome cover. If yours has a plastic cover, see the next section. Step P1. This shows the planet
hub assembly. Step P2. This is the inside of the planetary orbit hub drive which I didn't need to
remove for my Chef repair, but I did so to check it was OK and well lubricated. In the centre is
an out-of-focus view of the D-shaped shaft. Step P3. This is the planetary orbit hub drive with its
planetary orbit hub drive gear cog and the planetary orbit chrome nut on the right. The three
studs Hold felt washers on some mixers thanks to Allan Wayte for this information. Step P4.
Apply a blob of grease and then replace the planet hub assembly. This should push up into
place. Check the planetary orbit chrome nut before refitting to see if it has a rubber washer
which may need cleaning. Do up the nut with a spanner - but not too tight. The planetary orbit
hub drive - version with plastic cover. This section courtesy of Charlie Riddock. Step Q1. To
remove it, undo the planetary orbit chrome nut and then gently pull down the cover. Step Q2.
This is the inside of the planetary orbit hub drive which it is best to open up so as to check it is
OK and well lubricated. Step Q3. This is the planetary orbit hub drive with its planetary orbit hub
drive gear cog. In the centre is the D-shaped shaft. Step Q4. To re-assemble, place the rotary
arm on the D-shaped shaft and push up, making sure the cog engages as shown. Replace
plastic cover, which should push up into place. The planetary orbit hub drive rivets. This
section largely courtesy of Charlie Riddock. Here we deal with the rivets holding the planetary
gear housing to the lower gear box casing, which can shear. In our units, there were 6 pins
some units may only have 3. When the motor runs and the unit powers the dough hook, the
lowest gear housing also rotates, rendering the dough hook useless. But you can't see this until
the lower part of the planetary hub is removed. If this has happened to your Chef, then I have
only heard of one way of replacing the rivets - see below. If you don't want to try this method,
then you will have to replace the whole lower gear housing. You can't simply put new rivets in
place as these would foul the inner cog rotation as it all sits flush. See at the top for a list of
suppliers. The lower gearbox housing and planetary gear are supposed to be one unit a
replacement should come as one unit. There are some very cheap complete machines on eBay
at times and, if you go for one which is broken, it's not likely to be broken in the same way and
you could use it as a donor for the housing. Step R1. This shows how the planetary gear pulls
down from the gearbox - if the rivets are broken. Step R2. Here is a view of the inside of the
lower gear box, from above, with the broken rivets pushed up from the under side to show them
clearly. Step R3. This shows the plate from inside the gearbox which should be held down by
the rivets. It shows the tear out of the broken 'cast rivets'. Meaning they can't be drilled out and
new rivets inserted. Step R4. This is the planetary gear which should be clamped to the gearbox
by the rivets. See the picture in Step Q4 above which s
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hows how the rotary arm and cog sit flush, explaining why you cannot replace the broken cast
rivets with new rivets. M5 countersunk posidrive-head screws in place countersunk in order not
to foul the planet gear. I think I ground them to length and used thin washers on the upper face
so as not to foul with what was going on there. I was aware that if any of these screws came
loose they could do a whole heap of damage, so did them up pretty tight and used Loctite as
well as 'staking' the screw ends, all to try and keep them secure. The alternative would have
been to put the screws in from above and thread the gear housing, but I wasn't convinced the
cast metal would take the fatigue load. It's rather expensive if you're doing it professionally, but
I got fed up with the rivets breaking! Sorry but I have no photos as it's all assembled now and

has been working hard for approx 5 years. I took it apart recently to attend to the input gear, and
all seemed OK although it is of course wearing

